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Abstract

Economists advocate for using the price mechanism to manage water scarcity, but

complex nonlinear rate structures prevalent in markets for municipal water obscure

the marginal price signal to consumers. We conduct a randomized field experiment

that jointly elicits knowledge about the cost of water and examines the impact

of improved information on demand by linking a survey to water billing records.

Half of our sample of 30,000 single family homeowners are randomly sent a survey

that asks questions about the water bill and the costs of water-use activities (e.g.

the cost of taking a shower), and subsequently provides the correct information.

Results show that consumers have poor information about the marginal price of

water and overestimate the costs of using water. Respondents are relatively better

informed about their total bill and water consumption. In aggregate, respondents

increase water use in response to the survey, potentially due to learning that water

is cheaper than they previously thought. Increased consumption is concentrated

among low users who are more likely to over-estimate the costs of using water.
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1 Introduction

A fundamental principle in microeconomic analysis is that consumers respond to

higher prices by reducing the quantity demanded. However, the development of new

pricing structures and payment mechanisms as well as growing interconnectedness of

goods and services complicate the price-quantity decision sphere.1 Water rates faced by

urban residents represent a prime example where the link between price and quantity is

obscured. Utilities often employ complicated rate structures that combine a fixed charge

with a volumetric charge, and the marginal price often depends on the level of consump-

tion. One of the most common rate structures is the increasing block rate (IBR) that

charges low marginal prices for the initial units and higher marginal prices for subsequent

units. These rate structures proliferated as a way to ensure a basic level of access to en-

ergy and water, goods that are deemed essential for modern life, while at the same time

discouraging wasteful consumption. While the focus of this article is on price percep-

tions and the role of information in municipal water demand, similar features apply to

electricity markets as well.

We designed a survey to elicit price perceptions for consumers in Melbourne, Australia

who face an increasing block rate structure for residential water demand. We randomly

sent the survey to half of a sample of 30,000 customers for which we have billing data.

The linked billing data allow us to personalize the survey with historical consumption

data and estimate the effect of taking the survey on subsequent water consumption.

This research design allows us to address two objectives. First, we assess the baseline

customer knowledge of water prices and other features of the bill and estimate what

type of consumers acquire accurate price information. This builds off the work of Attari

(2014) that elicits information about water quantity, but not prices or costs. Additionally,

we define and elicit the costs of specific activities (we term this cost-per-use), such as

flushing the toilet, that combine both information on water prices and the quantity

intensity of different activities. Second, we estimate the impact of providing updated

price information on future water consumption.

The ability of simple price and quantity information to change consumer behavior

in energy and water markets serves as evidence that consumers do not have accurate

perceptions about water prices and the quantity they consume. However, most studies

infer inaccurate or incomplete information from the behavioral response to information,

as opposed to directly collecting consumers’ price perceptions. Our results directly show

that consumers’ price knowledge is very poor. Consumers generally know their total bill,

1Grubb and Osborne (2014) and Grubb (2015) show how consumer inattention and “bill shock” has
important implications in purchasing cell phone plans.
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but not the marginal price of water. Many consumers do not know of how much water

they use, but they have better information on the proportion of the bill that is due to vol-

umetric charges. These results indicate that total water consumption, and consequently

the marginal price, are not the relevant metrics for consumer decisions in residential wa-

ter markets. This motivates our cost-per-use (CPU) elicitation for four common water

activities: irrigation, toilets, washing machines, and showers. CPU essentially combines

the marginal cost of water with the water quantity requirements for common end uses.

Consumers have even worse information on the cost of common water-using activities.

In general consumers overestimate the marginal price of water, as well as the cost of

common water activities.

Price information can be considered an economic good, and we predict what type

of consumers have accurate price information. Consumers with larger water bills have

more accurate estimates of their total bill, marginal prices, and the percentage of their bill

that is due to volumetric charges. This is consistent with the concept of price information

as an economic good, since households with high water bills have a larger incentive to

acquire accurate price information. The total bill does not have an effect on the accuracy

of the CPU estimates. We also elicit the respondents’ confidence in each their estimates

and this is a reasonably strong predictor of the accuracy of their estimates - water costs

are known unknowns.

In aggregate consumers increase water use after the survey. We estimate local average

treatment effects (LATE) for taking the survey on water consumption where we use the

randomized letter as an instrument. To generate more precise estimates we also use a

genetic matching algorithm Diamond and Sekhon (2013) to estimate average treatment

effects on the treated (ATT) and embed the matched sample in a regression framework

(Ho et al., 2007). Our estimates show that consumers increase consumption by roughly 6-

10%. On average, respondents overestimate the costs of using water and learn that water

is cheaper than they previously thought. Therefore, one interpretation of the results

is that the survey serves as a price decrease, which causes an increase in consumption.

There is suggestive evidence that the effect is concentrated among low users who are

more likely to over-estimate the costs of using water. The magnitudes are relatively

large but are not statistically significant. When interpreting the empirical results in a

model of water demand with uncertain price perceptions we find that the survey increases

consumer surplus by approximately 1% relative to average bills. Therefore, the costs of

mis-information to individual consumers are low relative the aggregate effects on water

consumption.

We make several contributions to the literature: first, we document consumers’ price

perceptions; second, we estimate the effect of corrected information, along with survey
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completion, on future consumption; and third, we explore price information as an eco-

nomic good. Documenting price perceptions has implications on the literature examining

how consumers respond to nonlinear pricing (Ito, 2014; Wichman, 2014) by collecting

data on what type of price information consumers actually know. The research on aver-

age vs. marginal price assumes that it is more difficult to understand or find marginal

price information (Shin, 1985), but this has not been tested empirically. Additionally,

distinctions between average total price, which include the fixed cost, and average volu-

metric price, which does not, are not given proper attention in the literature. Implicitly,

consumers must have some information about both prices and quantities to respond to

average prices. We show that consumers do not have good knowledge of either marginal

prices or total consumption, which makes it unlikely that consumers respond directly to

either marginal or average volumetric prices. Since consumers generally know their total

bill, they may exhibit non-standard behavior such as reducing consumption by a discrete

amount when a water bill exceeds some bandwidth (sometimes described as “bill shock”).

This fits into the mental accounting framework of Thaler (1985). The lack of accurate

price information is related to other research providing evidence that residential energy

and water consumers have incomplete information or are not perfectly optimizing agents

(Allcott and Wozny, 2014; Houde, Forthcoming; Brent and Ward, 2017).

We also show how improved price information increases water use. The impact of

improved price on energy and water demand is mixed. Jessoe and Rapson (2014) show

that households with easy access to real time price information via in-home displays

are much more responsive to temporary energy price increases than uniformed house-

holds. Wichman (2017) show that increased billing frequency increases consumption,

but (Sexton, 2015) shows that automatic bill payments, which reduces price information,

also increases consumption. An important distinction is that previous research infers

consumers’ price information by the behavioral response to changes in the available in-

formation. We go beyond this by both providing information, but also collecting baseline

information. This research is also related to how information nudges affect energy and

water demand.2 Kahn and Wolak (2013) show that an energy use tutorial that informs

consumers on energy costs decreases consumption, but there are heterogeneous effects

based on the rate structure, and Pellerano et al. (2015) show how increasing nonlinear

price salience affects energy consumption near the kink point. McRae and Meeks (2016)

elicit energy price knowledge and show how consumers with different price information

reacted to historical changes in the electricity rate structure.

The next section describes the experimental design and institutional setting. Section 3

2Research investigating how social comparisons affect energy and water demand include, but are not
limited to Allcott (2011b,a); Ferraro et al. (2011); Ferraro and Miranda (2013); Bolsen et al. (2014);
Brent et al. (2015).
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shows the results of the price perceptions elicitation and analyzes what type of consumers

acquire accurate price information. Section 4 analyzes the results of the field experiment

by estimating the effect of updated information on subsequent water use. We discuss the

implications of the results and avenues for future research in Section 5.

2 Background and Design

2.1 Institutional Setting

We collaborated with Yarra Valley Water (YVW), the largest water company serving

greater Melbourne with over 1.7 million retail customers.3 Customers are billed four

times a year at approximately 90 day intervals. Quarterly billing is common in Australia,

though it is less frequent than many water utilities in the United States that bill customers

every 30 or 60 days. As seen in panel (a) of Figure 1 there are three primary charges

from YVW on a customer’s water bill: usage charges, a fixed water supply charge, and

a fixed sewage system charge. There is an additional fixed waterways and drainage

charge that is paid on the YVW bill but is set by the wholesaler, Melbourne Water. In

Victoria, Melbourne Water manages the water supply system including reservoirs and

desalination plants, and sells water to major retail companies, including YVW, that in

turn sell directly to end-users. The usage charge is comprised of both volumetric water

and sewage charges.

The volumetric water charge is set by an increasing block rate tariff as shown in Figure

2. The prices within each block have changed over time but the basic rate structure has

remained the same. The thresholds for the higher price tiers are set at 40 kiloliters (kL)

and 80 kL.4 For the whole year approximately 46% of customers consume in the first tier,

42% in the second tier, and 12% in the highest tier. During the summer period, when

water consumption is higher due to outdoor water use the distribution shifts towards the

higher price tiers; 39% of customers consume in the first tier, 43% in the second tier, and

18% in the highest tier.

There is only one volumetric price for sewage usage, however sewage volume must be

estimated since it is not directly metered. The estimate for sewage volume is calculated

by multiplying the metered water use by a seasonal factor and a discharge factor. The

seasonal and discharge factors approximate how much water is used outside, and hence

should not be subject to the sewage charge. The seasonal factor varies by season but

3Basic information about Yarra Valley Water can be found at https://www.yvw.com.au/Home/

Aboutus/Ourorganisation/index.htm.
4These are actually set by water consumption per day to account for differences in when the meter

is read, but this works out to 40 kL and 80 kL for the median billing period.
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not by household, whereas the discharge factor depends on how much water a household

uses. Below 125 kL per quarter the discharge factor is 0.9 and above 125 it decreases at

a per-kL basis since water above this threshold is likely for outdoor use. The discharge

factor is capped from below at 0.45 when consumption reaches 250 kL.

There is a substantial amount of information on the bill structure, which shows how

complicated water bills can be and helps put the consumer response into perspective.

There are many choices the analyst must make when determining how to define prices.

Should water and sewage charges be combined or treated separately? Are fixed charges

incorporated into average prices, and if so are third party charges included? These are not

not arbitrary issues, and this survey is an attempt to uncover what customers actually

know about their relatively complex water bills.

2.2 Survey

We designed our survey with two research questions in mind. First, we elicit con-

sumers’ price perceptions and compare them to the true prices. Second, we inform the

consumers about the true prices and examine how the updated information affects future

water use. The survey is divided into three sections: (1) demographics and structural

features of the house, (2) questions eliciting information about the costs of using water,

and (3) information about the cost of using water. The primary goals from the survey

are to learn about consumers’ knowledge regarding the cost of water use from section

(2) and examine if updated information provided in section (3) changes water use be-

havior. The survey results are linked to customers’ account information that pre-loads

individualized data on water use into the survey. Therefore, we know each household’s

historical water use, typical pricing tier, and average bill. Prior to eliciting information

from respondents we inform them about the basic features of their water bill (see Figure

A.1). We emphasize that they should not look at their bill when answering the survey.

List 1, in the Appendix, presents the survey questions with the information that we

provide in italics. The 10 questions eliciting information about the consumer’s perceptions

of the cost of using water are divided into three categories: (1) questions 1 and 2 are about

average usage and the total bill; (2) questions 3-6 relate to features of the rate structure

including marginal prices; (3) questions 7-10 describe the marginal cost of activities that

comprise the majority of water use. After asking the respondent how much water they use

and their average bill (questions 1-2), we provide the correct answers to the respondent.

This is to present ballpark figures for general water use and costs. We were concerned

that without some baseline information on costs and quantities of water the respondents

would not be able to answer the subsequent questions of the survey in a meaningful

way. We expect that this should improve the answers in questions 3-10, and thus the
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Figure 1: Bill Information

(a) Total Charges

(b) Price and Quantity

Notes: These are extracts from the customer water bill for Yarra Valley Water. Panel (a) shows the
total cost information and panel (b) shows usage and price information.

accuracy of those questions should be considered upper bounds. We phrase the cost-

per-use questions (7-10) as the “net bill impact” to represent the marginal cost of these

activities, which includes both volumetric water and sewage charges. After each question

we ask the respondent how confident they are in their answer.
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Figure 2: Water Rates
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Notes: The graph show the water rates for Yarra Valley Water during the study period and how the
marginal price changes over time.

2.3 Field Experiment

In order to estimate the effect of the updated information from taking the survey on

subsequent water consumption we randomize the households whom we invite to take the

survey. Our target period is the summer of 2014 since most discretionary water use occurs

when households use water outside the home for irrigation and pools. Our experimental

sample is the set of single family customers who own their home and had their meter

read from January 7th through February 2nd 2013. This captures a group of customers

that have relatively homogeneous weather shocks while still allowing us to stagger the

invitation letters to accommodate printing and mailing constraints. We drop customers

who recently moved and whose consumption has changed by over 100kL during any

summer consumption quarter in the pre-treatment data.5 These customers have erratic

consumption behavior and are not representative of the typical household; including them

would increase the variance of our sample data. We use a block randomization design

where we first sort households into 100 quantiles based on historical consumption and

then randomly assign households to either treatment or control. Our overall sample

consisted of 30,825 households, of which 14,755 received an invitation to the survey. We

received 1,630 responses, corresponding to an 11% response rate for the full sample.

5100kL corresponds to roughly the 90th percentile of consumption so we are just excluding customers
who move form the highest to the lowest consumption during our sample.
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3 Price Perceptions

3.1 Do consumers know how much water costs?

Our first research objective is to document consumers’ knowledge about the costs of

water. We elicit two types of information about the cost of using water. First, we ask if

consumers’ know about relevant features of the bill structure: including their total bill,

total water use, marginal price, and the percentage of their bill due to volumetric charges.

The survey was sent out during the summer and all of the questions are framed in terms

of the average bills during the summer irrigation season. Histograms of the accuracy of

consumers’ knowledge of the bill structure are presented in panel (a) of Figure 3. Since

the questions are in different units we convert the answers to the percentage difference

from the correct answer. For example, when interpreting the graph for the marginal

price, a value of zero means the consumer knew the exact marginal price, whereas values

of 50 and -50 represent consumers who overestimated or underestimated the price by

50%, respectively. Consumers have reasonably accurate knowledge of the total bill and

the proportion of the bill that is volumetric, as evidenced by the graphs that are both

relatively tightly centered around zero. Conversely, the more diffuse distribution for the

marginal price shows that consumers’ had very poor knowledge about the marginal price

of water. Due to the increasing block pricing structure the marginal price depends on

water consumption, so we also ask consumers how much water they historically used

during the summer quarter.6 Many consumers knew how much water they typically use,

but there are many respondents who either overestimated or underestimated their use as

seen by the spike near zero and the fat right tail.

While the features of the bill are the basis for making economic decisions about water

use, the marginal price and percentage of the bill that is volumetric may still be an

opaque metric of the cost of water to a consumer. This is because the quantity of water

is not salient for many consumers; most consumers do not know what actions represent a

one-kL reduction in water use. Therefore, we define the costs-per-use (CPU) of common

activities that use water as an input. We focus on irrigation, showers, toilets, and washing

machines since these represent over 70% of total water use in the study area (Gan and

Redhead, 2013). We phrase the questions as the “net bill impact of using an additional

unit of water”, which accounts for both the volumetric water and sewage charges. We

calculate the CPU by multiplying the average water used for the various activities by

the typical marginal price that each consumer faced in the summer period. The average

6As seen in Figure 1 consumers see the marginal prices on their bill so they could know the marginal
price without knowing their quantity
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water use for the activities we measure is calculated by Gan and Redhead (2013) through

a combination of engineering estimates and field samples in the Yarra Valley Water service

area. For washing machines and toilets the CPU is the cost-per-load and cost-per-flush,

respectively. For irrigation and showers we multiply the average flow rate by the average

duration in the service area, which is 7 minutes for showers and 20 minutes for irrigation.

We communicate that these are rough estimates and that the actual CPU will depend

on the specific appliances and water-use behavior of the household.

Consumers have very poor information about the cost of various water-using activ-

ities. All of the distributions are wide and not necessarily centered around zero. Most

consumers overestimate the water cost of these common activities. This is important

because changing these actions, or investing in efficiency that reduces the cost of these

actions, are the primary ways that consumers can reduce water consumption. In order

to make informed decisions consumers need to know both the costs and benefits of these

actions.

Figure 3: Price Perceptions

(a) Bill Structure
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(b) Cost-per-use
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Notes: These graphs display the accuracy of the estimates as the percentage difference from the correct
information for the each of variables shown. Estimates that were 10 times the sample maximum of the
correct value were dropped.

Many consumers in our sample have very poor price information, as evidenced by

estimates that are over ten times above the true value. Since consumers may be employing

something close to a random guess, we also ask consumers how confident they are in their

answers. This is a descriptive measure of consumers’ self-perceived price knowledge that

we present in Figure 4. The answers to the question about confidence line up with the
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accuracy of the estimates, indicating that consumers’ know whether they have accurate

cost information - water costs are known unknowns. Consumers are most confident about

their bill, the % volumetric, and water use, and they also are more likely to answer these

questions correctly. The vast majority of respondents have little or no confidence in

the CPU estimates, and generally are not confident with their estimate of the marginal

price. We formally investigate if more confident respondents actually have more accurate

information in section 3.2.

Figure 4: Confidence in Estimates
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Note: The figure presents a histogram for confidence of the estimates, which was asked
immediately after the estimates were elicited.

We summarize the information on price perceptions in Table 1. This provides the

mean of the actual values for the various questions that we asked, along with the mean

of the respondents’ estimates. We also show the average error and absolute value of the

error in percentage terms. As seen from the table the mean error is positive for almost all

of the estimates. Most consumers also exhibit relatively low confidence in their answers.
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Table 1: Summary of Price Perceptions
Variable Mean Mean Estimate Mean Error (%) Mean Abs. Error (%) Low Confidence (%)
Water 53.32 189.87 374 417 51
Bill 358.37 350.59 2 26 34
% Volumetric 58.18 60.02 10 51 54
Water price 3.03 7.84 172 198 68
Sewer price 2.1 5.12 144 176 78
STC 69.94 35.22 -50 56 78
Shower 0.23 0.97 322 343 85
Washing machine 0.42 1.41 243 274 83
Flush 0.02 0.11 372 396 83
Irrigation 0.89 3.87 341 357 82

Note: The first column presents the actual mean for the sample, and the second columns presents the
mean of the respondents’ estimates. The Mean Error shows the average percentage difference from the
estimate and the correct answer, and the Mean Abs. Error is the absolute value of the percentage
difference. Low Confidence shows the percentage of respondents who recorded either “None” or “Little”
to the question about the confidence of their estimate. The units of Mean and Mean Estimate are as
follows: Water is in kL; Bill, Water price, and Sewer price are in $ (AUD); % Volumetric and STC are
percentages; Shower is in $-per-flush; Washing machine is in $-per-load; Flush is in $-per-flush; Irrigation
is in $-per-20 minutes of irrigation.

3.2 Who acquires price information?

Next, we examine which type of consumers acquire accurate information about the

cost of water. These models are run on the survey sample, which includes the correct

estimates of the features of the bill and CPU based on historical billing data. We run a

model of the following form:

Accurateik = α + βX ′
i + εi (1)

Our dependent variable, Accurateik, is a dummy variable equal to one if respondent i

answered question k accurately and X′i is a vector of independent variables. Since the

raw estimates are very noisy we construct a categorical metric for accuracy. Our primary

metric is whether the respondent’s error on question k was below the sample median. We

also construct a dummy variable equal to one if the respondent was within 50% of the

correct answer. We estimate the predictors for accurate price information using a linear

probability model (LPM).

We consider standard demographics, a dummy for being above the median income, a

dummy for whether the respondent has a college degree or higher, household size, and a

dummy if the respondent is over 65 years old. We also include the average summer water

bill (in hundreds of dollars) and certain answers to survey questions. Respond to Prices

is a dummy if the respondent said that she responded to past price increases. Motivated

by money is a dummy equal to one if the respondent stated that their water use was

motivated by saving money. Investments is the number of water investments that the

respondent stated they had made. Confidence is a dummy equal to one if the respondent
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stated that their confidence level for that estimate was either high or very high. The

number of observations varies due to missing data for some of the estimates.

Estimates related to the bill structure are presented in Table 2 and estimates of the

CPU are presented in Table 3. Most of the coefficients are insignificant, and the low R2

shows that variation in respondents’ characteristics explains very little of the variation in

respondents’ knowledge of the costs of using water. One exception for the determinants of

bill structure knowledge, shown in Table 2, is that the size of the water bill improves the

respondents’ estimates. This is consistent with logic that consumers with large bills invest

more time and effort to learn about the water rate structure. Older respondents are more

likely to know the marginal price of water and wastewater. The confidence variable is

positive and significant in most specifications, indicating that respondents know whether

or not they have accurate information. One exception is for the percent volumetric where

consumers confidence is negatively correlated with accurate information.

The CPU estimates are noisier, which is reflected in less precise estimates and lower

R2 values in Table 3. The size of the bill does not improve the accuracy of the CPU

estimates. One apparent pattern is that respondents who said they responded to past

prices have better CPU knowledge, whereas respondents that said their water use is

motivated by money have worse CPU knowledge. Confidence is correlated with better

estimates for the costs of showers and toilets.

In general lack of statistically significant results and the poor model fit indicates that

is difficult to predict the type of consumers that invest in being informed about the costs

of water. As a robustness check we replace our metric for accurate price information with

a dummy equal to one if the respondent was within 50% of the true value. This is an

absolute metric for accurate price information as opposed to a relative one. The results

are largely consistent and are available in the Appendix.
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Table 2: Determinants of Price Information: Bill Structure

Bill Water Water Price Sewer Price Volumetric

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Bill 0.078∗∗∗ 0.016∗ 0.016∗ 0.017∗ 0.037∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)
Income −0.042 −0.019 0.033 0.028 −0.006

(0.038) (0.040) (0.039) (0.039) (0.039)
Degree 0.028 0.013 −0.014 −0.011 0.044

(0.031) (0.033) (0.032) (0.032) (0.032)
HH Size −0.058∗∗∗ 0.006 0.009 0.007 0.012

(0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012)
65+ 0.009 −0.016 0.107∗∗∗ 0.100∗∗∗ 0.031

(0.033) (0.036) (0.035) (0.035) (0.034)
Respond to Prices −0.053 −0.011 0.033 0.035 0.041

(0.042) (0.045) (0.044) (0.044) (0.043)
Motivated by Money −0.033 −0.017 0.009 0.010 −0.023

(0.031) (0.033) (0.032) (0.032) (0.032)
Investments −0.021 −0.012 0.010 0.009 0.014

(0.014) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
Confidence −0.047 0.075∗ 0.303∗∗∗ 0.390∗∗∗ −0.119∗∗

(0.036) (0.042) (0.062) (0.077) (0.059)
Constant 0.460∗∗∗ 0.448∗∗∗ 0.340∗∗∗ 0.351∗∗∗ 0.296∗∗∗

(0.066) (0.070) (0.068) (0.068) (0.068)

Observations 1,226 1,172 1,198 1,198 1,229
Adjusted R2 0.073 −0.001 0.025 0.027 0.019

Note: The dependent variable is a dummy equal to one if a respondent was below the sample median in
terms of the absolute value of their estimation error and zero otherwise. Respond to Prices is a dummy
if the respondent said that she responded to past price increases. Motivated by money is a dummy equal
to one if the respondent stated that their water use was motivated by saving money. Investments is the
number of water investments that the respondent stated they had made. Confidence is a dummy equal
to one if the respondent stated that their confidence level for that estimate was either high or very high.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 3: Determinants of Price Information: Cost-per-Use

Irrigation Washing Machine Shower Toilet

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Bill −0.005 0.014 0.010 0.004
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Income 0.054 0.046 0.022 0.054
(0.040) (0.039) (0.039) (0.040)

Degree 0.059∗ 0.033 0.039 0.064∗∗

(0.032) (0.032) (0.032) (0.032)
HH Size 0.026∗∗ 0.015 0.023∗ 0.004

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)
65+ 0.056 0.009 0.050 0.025

(0.035) (0.035) (0.035) (0.035)
Respond to Prices 0.052 0.094∗∗ 0.084∗ 0.085∗

(0.045) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044)
Motivated by Money −0.010 −0.067∗∗ −0.056∗ −0.104∗∗∗

(0.032) (0.032) (0.032) (0.032)
Investments 0.0002 −0.012 −0.008 −0.005

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
Confidence −0.038 0.040 0.452∗∗∗ 0.347∗∗

(0.062) (0.112) (0.129) (0.138)
Constant 0.349∗∗∗ 0.339∗∗∗ 0.324∗∗∗ 0.400∗∗∗

(0.069) (0.068) (0.068) (0.068)

Observations 1,192 1,199 1,202 1,187
Adjusted R2 0.006 0.021 0.024 0.028

Note: The dependent variable is a dummy equal to one if a respondent was below the sample median in
terms of the absolute value of their estimation error and zero otherwise. Respond to Prices is a dummy
if the respondent said that she responded to past price increases. Motivated by money is a dummy equal
to one if the respondent stated that their water use was motivated by saving money. Investments is the
number of water investments that the respondent stated they had made. Confidence is a dummy equal
to one if the respondent stated that their confidence level for that estimate was either high or very high.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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4 Field Experiment and Water Demand

4.1 Empirical Framework

Recall that we provided updated price information to respondents after they com-

pleted the survey. We use the Rubin potential outcomes framework (Rubin, 1974) to

model the impact of this updated information on water consumption.7 The most basic

model is the average treatment effect (ATE) that estimates the effect of treatment on the

population of interest. In this model Y 1
it is the outcome variable given that respondent

i received the treatment at time t, whereas Y 0
it is the outcome conditional on not being

treated. In our setting the outcome variable (Yit) is the natural log of average daily water

consumption and the treatment is completing the survey. The ATE is the expectation of

the difference of these potential outcomes over the population of interest.

ATE = E[Y 1
it − Y 0

it ] (2)

In our setting we randomize sending consumers invitation letters and cannot coerce re-

cipients to complete the survey. Since many consumers do not respond to the invitation

letter we cannot estimate the ATE, and instead we estimate several other treatment ef-

fects. First, we estimate the impact of sending an invitation letter on the population,

the intent to treat effect (ITT). If we denote receiving a letter as a binary variable Zit

that takes on the value of one if a consumer receives the letter and zero otherwise we can

write the ITT as:

ITT = E[Y 1
it |Zit = 1]− E[Y 0

it |Zit = 0] (3)

Our primary goal is to estimate the effect of responding to the survey, therefore, we

also estimate the local average treatment effect (LATE) of responding to the survey

where we use the randomized receipt of a letter as our instrument (Imbens and Angrist,

1994). Completing the survey is denoted as a binary variable Dit that takes on one if the

consumer completes the survey, which results in the LATE model:

LATE =
E[Y 1

it |Zit = 1]− E[Y 0
it |Zit = 0]

E[Dit = 1|Zit = 1]
(4)

The LATE model scales the ITT by the probability that the instrument induces treatment

and is estimated using two stage least squares (2SLS). Since our setting is a randomized

trial with one-sided noncompliance our estimates of from the LATE model are equivalent

7We cannot fully separate the causal effect of different parts of the survey because it was randomized,
so the treatment effects are based on taking the survey.
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to the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT).

ATT = E[Y 1
it − Y 0

it |Dit = 1] (5)

In addition to estimating the ATT from the LATE model, we also use matching estima-

tors to generate more precise estimates of the ATT. We have three primary motivation

for exploring the alternative estimators to the LATE model. First, water consumption

has high variance leading to low precision, second the conventional effect sizes for in-

formational interventions are relatively small (2-5%), and lastly our response rate was

relatively low. In the experimental design we maximized the power of our experiment by

including all eligible households and sending as many letters as our budget permitted. We

follow a wide literature that estimates E[Y 0
it |Xit] by conditioning on observable variables

Xit that are not affected by treatment.

ATT = E[Y 1
it |Xit]− E[Y 0

it |Xit] (6)

where we assume that Dit is as good as randomly assigned after conditioning on household

characteristics Xit We employ the genetic matching algorithm developed by Diamond and

Sekhon (2013) to condition on observables. The genetic algorithm iteratively generates

matched samples in order to balance the treatment and control samples along the full

distribution of covariates using several non-parametric tests for balance.8 We estimate

several variations of the treatment effects based on the genetic matching algorithm. First,

we estimate the ATT directly by taking the difference between treatment and matched

control observations as shown in Diamond and Sekhon (2013). The standard errors are

based on Abadie and Imbens (2006) which account for the (asymptotic) variance induced

by the matching procedure itself. Second, we embed the weighted matched sample in a

regression model in the spirit of using matching to pre-process the data using matching

(Ho et al., 2007). This allows us to control for covariates after matching to increase the

precision of the estimates. Lastly, we exploit the panel structure of the data by estimating

a panel fixed effects difference-in-difference (DID) model on the matched sample. Ferraro

and Miranda (2017) show that combining matching with a FE panel model can closely

replicate results from a randomized field experiment in a non-experimental setting.

In order to show the problem, and our solution to, selection, Figure 5 shows the

distributions of household water use for the (a) the respondents vs. the entire control

group and (b) the respondents vs. the matched control. We also show balance tables for

historical average water use, historical water use for the same period of out dependent

variable (second quarter of the year), and demographics at the postcode level from the

8The matching procedure is implemented using the Matching package in R (Sekhon, 2011).
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Australian Bureau of Statistics. Since we are concerned with heterogeneity across the

distribution of consumption we show not only p-values for t-statistics based on the dif-

ference in means by also non-parametric Mann-Whitney and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.

Table 4 shows the balance on observables before and after pre-processing the data using

the genetic matching algorithm of Diamond and Sekhon (2013). As seen from Table 4,

matching greatly increases the balance; the lowest p-value for any of the statistical tests

is 0.297.

Figure 5: Balance Densities
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We estimate our treatment effects in a regression framework. Our dependent variable

is the natural log of average daily water consumption. We obtain average daily water use

by dividing the water use by the number of billing days in the quarter.9 Our primary

estimating equations:

wi = α + δLetteri + θw̄i + εi (7)

wi = α + γ ̂Surveyi + θw̄i + εi (8)

wi = α + βSurveyi + θw̄i + εi (9)

wit = αi + βPostt × Surveyi + φPostt + τt + εit (10)

In these equations w is the log of daily water use use by household i and ε is an idiosyn-

cratic error term. In the cross sectional models we include average water consumption

9Based on the meter reading schedule household have different numbers of days in each quarter, and
the median number of days is 92.
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Table 4: Balance in Full and Matched Samples

(a) Full Sample

Variable Respond Control Difference KS MW T
Water 44.817 50.496 -5.679 0.000 0.000 0.000
Water (Q2) 50.933 55.856 -4.923 0.000 0.000 0.000
Income 83796.431 81221.752 2574.679 0.000 0.000 0.000
Education 0.045 0.052 -0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000
Owner 0.749 0.751 -0.002 0.000 0.006 0.361
SFH 0.795 0.803 -0.008 0.000 0.000 0.001

(b) Nonparametric Genetic Matching

Variable Respond Control Difference KS MW T
Water 44.701 45.315 -0.614 0.297 0.319 0.542
Water (Q2) 50.796 50.058 0.738 0.773 0.919 0.540
Income 83794.391 83789.299 5.093 1.000 0.985 0.993
Education 0.046 0.046 -0.000 1.000 0.960 0.908
Owner 0.749 0.749 -0.000 1.000 0.926 0.957
SFH 0.795 0.795 -0.001 1.000 0.934 0.889

Notes: The columns show the average covariate values in among respondents and either the full (a) or
matched control (b), as well as the the difference in means and the p-values for t-tests (T), Mann-Whitney
tests (MW) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests.

prior to the intervention (w̄i) as a control term to improve the precision of the estimates.10

Equation 7 is estimated on the whole sample in the period following the survey (the treat-

ment period) and δ represents the ITT. Equation 8 is also estimated on the whole sample

in the period following the survey but estimates the effect of taking the survey, which

is instrumented with receiving a letter, and γ is the LATE. Equation 9 is estimated on

the matched sample using the weights from the genetic matching algorithm in the pe-

riod following the survey and β is the ATT. Equation 10 is estimated on the matched

sample using all time periods in a DID model with time (τt) and individual (αi) fixed

effects and β is alternative estimator of the ATT. As a robustness check we compare our

estimates of the ATT using the panel plus matching method to conventional matching

estimates obtained from Diamond and Sekhon (2013). Lastly, we estimate exploratory

regressions examining heterogeneity due to survey responses on the treated sample in

a fixed effect panel model. These regressions exploit within-household variation and do

not have a control group, so the results should not be interpreted as causal. We also

employ a falsification test by generating matched samples to randomly selected groups of

nonrespondents.

10We also drop outliers above the 99th percentile of average summer consumption, which have an
outsized effect on the variance of water consumption.
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4.2 How does the survey affect water consumption?

Table 5 shows estimates of the treatment effects using different estimators. The col-

umn labels describe the treatment effect estimator and the use of pre-processing matching

is indicated in the bottom portion of the table. The first column shows the ITT - the

effect of receiving an invitation to the survey. The point estimate is roughly 0.1% indi-

cating that sending letters had a minimal positive effect on average water consumption,

although the estimates are very noisy and not statistically significant at any conventional

level.

Next, in column (2) we estimate the LATE model using 2SLS where the randomized

invitation letter serves as an instrument for completing the survey.11 The LATE estimate

is roughly 10% and is significant at the 10% level, indicating that respondents increase

water use after learning about the costs of water. One interpretation of the results is

that the survey serves as a price decrease by informing consumers that water is cheaper

than they initially believed, as shown by the aggregate price perceptions in Section 3.

Column (3) estimates a naive version of the ATT to show the effects of selection on

estimating treatment effects. We regress water use on the survey indicator, dropping all

non-respondents. Therefore, we compare the respondents to households in the control

group who never received an invitation. The ATT without controlling for selection is

negative and statistically significant, however, this is primarily a product of selection;

respondents used less water compared to non-respondents.

Columns (4) and (5) show the matching estimates for the ATT in cross section and

panel settings. Column (5) uses the genetic matching sample with probability weights

specified by the matching algorithm. The results are similar in magnitude to the LATE

model, but are much more precisely estimated. The ATT using the matched sample

estimates that the treatment increased water use by 8%, which is significant at the 1%

level. The results are quite similar when using the matched sample to estimate a panel

DID model with individual and time fixed effects. We also report the matching estimates

from one-to-one matching with replacement - this is the same setup as Abadie and Im-

bens (2006) (including the calculation of standard errors) expect the propensity score

is generated from the genetic matching algorithm of Diamond and Sekhon (2013). The

matching estimate for the ATT, shown in Table A.1, is qualitatively similar is statistically

significant at the 1% level, though the magnitude is slightly smaller at roughly 6%.

11The LATE model estimates the ATT in our setting.
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Table 5: Treatment Effect Regressions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
ITT LATE Naive ATT ATT ATT

Letter 0.00970
(0.00680)

Survey 0.0986∗ -0.0491∗∗∗ 0.0827∗∗∗ 0.0722∗∗∗

(0.0585) (0.0177) (0.0206) (0.0148)
Observations 28,299 27,934 16,272 2,905 78,422
Matching None None None Genetic Genetic
Panel w/ Household FEs No No No No Yes
Baseline Consumption Yes Yes No Yes No

Note: The dependent variable is the log of daily water use. Columns (1)-(4) are estimated on the
cross sectional sample for the billing period directly after the survey was completed. Columns (4) and
(5) construct the control group using the genetic matching algorithm of Diamond and Sekhon (2013).
Column (5) nests the matched sample in a panel DID model. The models reported in columns (1), (2),
and (4) control for pre-treatment water consumption. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses
except for column (5) where robust standard errors are clustered at the household level.∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05;
∗∗∗p<0.01

4.3 Does price information have a differential effect on con-

sumption?

We augment equations 7, 8, and 9 by interacting the treatment effect variable with a

dummy variable equal to one if average pre-treatment water use was above the median. In

the LATE model our instruments are dummy variable for the letter as well as the letter

dummy interacted with the high water use dummy. We can estimate heterogeneous

treatment effects because we explicitly randomized the invitation to the survey across

the distribution of baseline water consumption.

Since consumers have heterogeneous baseline information about the cost of water

the survey provides differential information. Some consumers will learn that water is

cheaper than they thought, while others will learn that water is more expensive than they

thought. This is a potentially important driver of heterogeneous treatment effects, but

unlike baseline water consumption the survey responses are not exogenous. Additionally,

we do not have survey data for households in the control group. Therefore, we analyze

heterogeneous responses due to information contained in the survey using a fixed effects

panel data model using only the survey respondents. This model utilizes the within-

household variation in consumption before and after the survey to estimate heterogeneous

treatment effects. While we acknowledge that these results cannot be interpreted as causal

we believe they provide additional insights into how consumers respond to different types

of price information.

Our first approach to analyzing heterogeneity is to interact the treatment effects with

a dummy for high users, which we define as having average pre-treatment consumption

above the median. Table 6 estimates heterogeneous treatment effects for the ITT, the
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LATE, and ATT cross sectional matching models.12 In columns (1) and (2) the base effect,

representing the treatment effect for low users, roughly doubles compared to the average

effects presented in Table 5. The interaction terms in all specifications are negative but

not statistically significant. This provides suggestive evidence that low users, who are

more likely to overestimate the costs of water, are the primary respondents driving the

positive treatment effects.13 The treatment effect for high users, which is the linear

combination of Letter/Survey + Letter/Survey*High Users is roughly zero in columns

(1) and (2). The differential effect by baseline consumption is less pronounced when

estimating treatment effects using the matched sample.

Table 6: Heterogeneity Based on Baseline Consumption

(1) (2) (3)
ITT 2SLS Matching

Letter 0.0186∗

(0.0101)
Letter*High Users -0.0167

(0.0134)
Survey 0.159∗∗ 0.0867∗∗∗

(0.0756) (0.0285)
Survey*High Users -0.135 -0.0108

(0.117) (0.0401)
High Users 0.249∗∗∗ 0.255∗∗∗ 0.252∗∗∗

(0.0122) (0.0126) (0.0383)
Observations 28,299 27,934 2,905
Matching None None Genetic
Baseline Consumption Yes Yes Yes

Note: The dependent variable is the log of daily water use. High Users is a dummy if baseline water
consumption is above the median. All models are estimated on the cross sectional sample for the billing
period directly after the survey was completed and control for pre-treatment water consumption. Column
(3) constructs the control group using the genetic matching algorithm of Diamond and Sekhon (2013).
Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

We also investigate treatment heterogeneity by examining differential effects on con-

sumption based on the respondents’ initial price perceptions. As described above we cau-

tion the interpretation of these estimates as causal; rather, they serve as an exploratory

analysis into potential mechanisms. These model accounts for the fact that the treatment

has a differential effect depending on the initial information set of the respondents. A

respondent who overestimates the costs of water may consider the updated information

as a decrease in the price of water, whereas a respondent who underestimates the costs

of water may consider the survey as a price increase. Since we only have survey data

12These models correspond to columns (1), (2), and (5) in Table 5.
13In a similar analysis to the results presented in section 3.2 we regress water use and demographics

on whether the respondent overestimated the cost of water. The results, presented in Table A.2, show
that higher users are less likely to overestimate the costs of water; subsequently low users are more likely
to overestimate the costs of water.
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on the set of respondents we examine treatment effects in a panel model with individual

and time fixed effects, which identifies the effect of taking the survey by within household

variation over time.

We construct standardized measures of price information from each of the questions

that elicit price perceptions and then provide the true response. First we take the differ-

ence between the respondent’s estimate and the true value. Then we subtract the mean

from this variable and divide by the standard deviation. A unit change in the variable

represents a one standard deviation change in the degree of the respondent’s estimation

error. Positive values indicate that the respondent overestimated the relevant variable

and negative values represent underestimates relative to the average respondent. Con-

sider, for example, the variable constructed for the estimates of the total bill. A value

of zero is the sample average difference between the estimated bill and the true value, a

value of one represents a respondent who overestimated their bill by one standard devia-

tion above the sample average, and a value of negative one represents a respondent who

underestimated their bill by one standard deviation above the sample average.

The results are shown in Table 7. Column (1) in Table 7 shows the panel estimates of

the ATT for reference, and column (2) shows the results of a model that adds the stan-

dardized errors for all the questions. Most of the estimates are small and not statistically

significant at conventional levels and the base effect of taking the survey barely changes.

The two questions that generate statistically significant results are the water consump-

tion and the irrigation CPU. Overestimates of water consumption and irrigation CPU

are positive and roughly 2%. The interpretation is that respondents that overestimated

water use or irrigation costs by one standard deviation more than the average respondent

experienced an even larger increase in consumption. This is consistent with consumers

learning that they are more efficient in their water use than they anticipated and then

decide to increase their consumption.

Since the answers to the questions are highly correlated we also use cluster analysis

and principal components to determine if there are classes of respondents that have

differential treatment effects. We use kmeans clustering to estimate two groups; one

group overestimated their costs and one group underestimated their costs. The summary

statistics for the two clusters are shown in Table A.3. Column (3) interacts the post survey

indicator with a dummy for the cluster that overestimated water costs. The interaction

term is very small and insiginfiicant. Column (4) interacts the three predicted scores from

the principal component analysis with the post survey indicator. Two of the three scores

are insignificant and the second principal component is positive and significant at the 10%

level. The principal component analysis, presented in Table A.4, shows the the second

component is related to overestimates of water use, the total bill, the % volumetric and
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the STC, as well as underestimates of the all CPU variables. There are some patterns

that suggest respondents that overestimate total water use increase their use by more,

although we caution the interpretation of these results as causal.

Table 7: Heterogeneity Based on Price Perceptions

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Base Standardized Errors Clusters Principal Components

Post 0.127∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗∗

(0.0135) (0.0135) (0.0127) (0.0135)
Water*Post 0.0235∗∗

(0.00962)
Bill*Post 0.000986

(0.00931)
Volumetric*Post -0.00987

(0.0101)
Water Price*Post -0.00771

(0.0151)
Sewer Price*Post -0.000336

(0.0134)
STC*Post 0.0120

(0.0103)
Irrigation*Post 0.0220∗

(0.0119)
Flush*Post -0.0200

(0.0131)
Washer*Post 0.00607

(0.0157)
Shower*Post -0.0113

(0.0173)
Overestimates Cluster*Post 0.000595

(0.0197)
Principal Component 1*Post 0.000140

(0.00484)
Principal Component 2*Post 0.0122∗

(0.00688)
Principal Component 3*Post 0.000512

(0.0104)
Observations 40,151 40,151 40,151 40,151
Household and Time FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: The dependent variable is the log of daily water use. The estimation sample is a panel DID
restricted to the survey respondents. The variables Water*Post - Shower*Post in column (2) are stan-
dardized errors for the respective question multiplied by a post-survey indicator. The Overestimates
Cluster*Post in column (3) is a dummy for the cluster that overestimated water costs multiplied by a
post-survey indicator. Column (3) shows the three predicted scores of the principal components analyss
multiplied by a post-survey indicator. Summary statistics of the clusters are presented in Table A.3
and the results of the principal component analysis are presented in Table A.4. Robust standard errors
clustered at the household level are reported in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Lastly, we analyze whether consumers’ confidence, perceptions of the usefulness and

novelty of the information, and stated motivations impact the demand response. Similar

to the results using price perceptions these regressions are estimated only on the sample

who participated in the survey, and therefore we caution any causal interpretation of the
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results. The results are reported in Table 8, with the base treatment effect reported in

column (1). Column (2) augments the base regression with an interaction for the post-

treatment indicator with a variable equal to the total number of times the respondent

reported either “High” or “Very High” confidence about her estimate. The respondents’

confidence does not appear to have any effect on water consumption after taking the

survey. We also focus exclusively on the confidence about the total bill in column (3),

where the interaction term is the post survey indicator multiplied by an indicator equal

to one if the respondent reported either “High” or “Very High” confidence about her

estimate of the total bill. Including respondents’ confidence also does not substantially

alter the treatment effect. Next, in column (4), we create variables equal to the number

of times a respondent answered that the correct information was useful and/or surprising

and interact each of these variables with the post-treatment indicator. None of the

interaction terms are statistically significant, but the base effect does increase slightly.

Lastly, we create dummy variables for whether the respondent did not respond to previous

price increases and whether their primary motivation for water conservation was due to

money. These variables are interacted with the post-survey indicator, and column (5)

shows that while prior price response does not have any effect, respondents who said they

save water in order to save money were significantly less responsive to treatment than the

general population. This is interesting, because if anything these households have worse

information about the costs of water as shown in Tables 2 and 3. Column (6) includes all

the interactions and the results are consistent with the regressions focusing on one issue

at a time.
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Table 8: Heterogeneity Based on Confidence, Perceptions of Information, and
Motivations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Base Confidence Confidence Useful/Surprising Motivation All

Post 0.1267∗∗∗ 0.1323∗∗∗ 0.1332∗∗∗ 0.1616∗∗∗ 0.1465∗∗∗ 0.1803∗∗∗

(0.0135) (0.0138) (0.0137) (0.0463) (0.0149) (0.0464)
High Confidence (All)*Post -0.0157 -0.0137

(0.0111) (0.0110)
High Confidence (Bill)*Post -0.0595

(0.0368)
Useful (All)*Post -0.0050 -0.0040

(0.0062) (0.0063)
Surprising (All)*Post -0.0022 -0.0017

(0.0070) (0.0071)
Useful & Surprising (All)*Post -0.0020 -0.0034

(0.0080) (0.0081)
No Price Response*Post -0.0068 -0.0076

(0.0325) (0.0328)
Money Motivated*Post -0.0585∗∗∗ -0.0558∗∗∗

(0.0214) (0.0215)
Observations 40,151 40,151 40,151 40,151 40,151 40,151
Household and Time FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: The dependent variable is the log of daily water use. The estimation sample is a panel DID with
household fixed effects restricted to the survey respondents. The High Confidence (All)*Post in column
(2) is equal to the total number of times the respondent reported either “High” or “Very High” confidence
about her estimate multiplied by a post-survey indicator. High Confidence (Bill)*Post in column (3) is
equal to an indicator equal to one if the respondent reported “High” or “Very High” confidence about
her total bill multiplied by a post-survey indicator. Useful (All)*Post, Surprising (All)*Post, and Useful
& Surprising*Post in column (4) are variables equal to the number of times a respondent answered that
the correct information was useful and/or surprising muliplied by a post-survey indicator. No Price
Response*Post is a dummy for whether the respondent did not respond to previous price increases times
a post-survey indicator and Money Motivated is a dummy equal to one if the primary motivation for
water conservation was due to money times a post-survey indicator. Robust standard errors clustered
at the household level are reported in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

4.4 Robustness

In order to test the robustness of our matching estimates we generate a falsification

test using randomly selected non-respondents as a placebo treatment group. First, we

draw a binomial random variable for each of the non-respondents where the probability of

assignment to the placebo treatment is equal to the actual response rate. After generating

the placebo treatment sample from the set of non-respondents we generate a matched

control sample using the same genetic matching model used to construct the actual

matched sample. Next, we use the matching estimator to estimate an ATT and save the

results. We repeat the this process 250 times, producing 250 placebo estimates of the

ATT, which should be equal to zero since the placebo treatment group did not actually

complete the survey. Our primary results are presented in Figure 6. Panel (a) shows the

distribution of placebo point estimates for the ATT, which is centered at zero and our

true estimate is at the far right tail. The mean of the distribution is 0.2%; more than 23

times smaller than our actual estimate. Panel (b) plots the distribution of the absolute

values of the t-statistics. None of the 250 placebo samples generates an estimate of the
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ATT with a t-statistic as large as our actual estimate. Only 3% of the matched samples

produced t-statistics for the ATT above an absolute value of 1.96; which is even lower

than would be expected by pure chance. The falsification test strengthens the validity of

our matching estimate and initial randomization by producing a null result for consumers

that did not complete the survey.

Figure 6: Placebo Tests
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Note: The figure shows the results of 250 placebo tests along with our preferred point estimate of the
ATT using the genetic matching algorithm to select a matched sample from the control group for random
subset of non-respondents. Panel (a) shows the matching estimates of the ATT and panel (b) shows the
absolute value of t-statistics constructed from Abadie and Imbens (2006) standard errors. The preferred
estimate using the the true set of respondents is also shown for comparison.

4.5 Interpreting Results in Welfare Framework

In order to help interpret the empirical results, we consider how the field experiment

fits into a demand model with imperfect price perception. Wichman (2017) developed

a framework of price perceptions where welfare effects can be estimated from summary

statistics on the impact of improved price information on water demand and the change

in price perceptions. In this model of price perception consumers maximize utility from

water consumption (W ) and consumption of a numeraire (x).

U = x+ αW 1/σ+1 (11)

Water consumption is assumed to be quasilinear with respect to the numeraire and

exhibits constant elasticity of demand with demand elasticity σ. The budget constraint is
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Y = x+ p̃w, where the p̃ = θp reflects that price is perceived with some error and θ is the

degree of mis-perception. If consumers perfectly know water prices θ = 1 and consumers

can overestimate (θ > 1) or underestimate (θ < 1) the true price. If we assume that

(1) improved price information cannot harm consumers and (2) the survey moves price

perceptions move closer to the true price, then the change in consumer surplus can be

calculate by integrating the demand function from the initial percieved price, p̃0 to the

new perceived price, p̃1.

∆CS =

∫ p̃0

p̃1

w(p̃)dp̃ ∼= −
1

2
∆p̃

∂W

∂Survey
(12)

Since we do elicit a full demand function from the survey, the welfare generated from

the treatment effect estimates ( ∂W
∂Survey

) and perceived price change (∆p̃) are approximate.

Wichman (2017) use elasticities from the literature to back out the perceived price change,

but since we elicit perceptions of price and update consumers on the true price we can

calculate the sample average change in price perceptions. We use the matching estimate

of 8.27% scaled by average consumption of 53 kL to estimate ∂W
∂Survey

= 4.41 kL, and our

sample average of the difference between marginal price perceptions and true marginal

prices to estimate ∆p̃ = −$1.97. Using these estimates we calculate that the survey

increased consumer surplus by $4.3 per quarter or roughly 1.2%. This is on the high end

of the percentage change in consumer surplus due to increased billing frequency estimated

from Wichman (2017).

Our estimates of ∂W
∂Survey

and ∆p̃ correspond to a demand elasticity of -0.13, which is

on the low end of existing estimates of demand elasticity. Since we also provide multiple

types of information on the cost of water using water the change in marginal prices

may not fully capture the change in consumers’ price perceptions. Therefore, we also

infer∆p̃ from ∂W
∂Survey

and common demand elasticity parameters. Using elasticity of -

0.2, -0.3, and -0.4 generates estimates of increases in consumer surplus of 0.78%, 0.5%,

and 0.4% respectively. Since we also inform consumers about their total bill and water

consumption, the treatment effect could be due to a change in quantity perceptions,

but Wichman (2017) show that the summary statistics for the welfare estimates are also

sufficient for a model of quantity mis-perceptions.

5 Conclusion

Economists have long argued for using prices to manage scarce water resources. Due

to political pressures many water utilities have adopted complicated non-linear pricing

structures that attempt to charge low prices for water used to meet basic human such
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as drinking and sanitation while charging higher prices for discretionary uses such as

irrigation. The challenge with attempting to use water rates to achieve both equity

and efficiency goals, in addition to cost recovery, is at odds with Tinbergen’s basic theory

that policy makers need at least as many policy instruments as there are policy objectives

(Tinbergen, 1952). One implication of trying to meet multiple objectives is that water

rates have become incredibly complicated, which can obfuscate the price signal. Bills

become even more opaque when utilities face zero profit constraints and bundle both

water and wastewater services in the same bill.

We design a survey nested within a randomized field experiment to learn both con-

sumers’ baseline understanding of the cost of water and how improved information on the

costs of water changes their consumption decisions. The results of our survey indicate

that consumers have reasonable estimates of their total bill, but have very poor infor-

mation on specific features of their bill such as the marginal price. Consumers also have

very little knowledge of the cost of water-using activities such as flushing a toilet; not

knowing the marginal costs of water-using activities inhibits consumer optimization in

the municipal water sector. On average, consumers overestimate the cost of water, and in

aggregate, learning the true cost of water increases consumption. Using a stylized model

of price perception shows that improved price information increases consumer surplus by

approximately 1%.

The findings are consistent with studies that show consumers do not respond to the

marginal price of water, since they do not even know the marginal price they face (Ito,

2014; Wichman, 2014). However, consumers do not actually know how much water

they use, suggesting they do not actually respond to average prices either. Rather,

consumer behavior may lie outside the standard optimization framework such as mental

accounting where consumers respond only when their total bill moves outside of some

predefined range (Thaler, 1985). This is consistent with consumers knowing their total

bill but not the marginal price of water, and that learning that water is cheaper than they

anticipated affects subsequent water use. The research has important implications for rate

design. Most discussion of designing water rates has focused on tradeoffs between equity

and efficiency while generating enough revenue to cover costs. If the mental accounting

model is correct, municipal water demand utilities may be able to raise the fixed cost and

generate reductions in consumption. This is important because higher fixed costs will

reduce the variation in revenue and bring revenue generation closer in line with costs,

which in the water sector are primarily fixed. Additionally, simplifying bill structures will

help send simple price signals that consumers can understand. This research suggests

that utilities should consider the way that consumers perceive their water bills during

rate design.
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Appendix

Figure A.1: Explaining Features of the Bill

Table A.1: Genetic Matching Estimates
Sample Estimate SE p-value NTreat NControl (weighted)
No Matching -0.0481 0.0180 0.0074 1624 15957
Matched:All 0.0610 0.0129 0.0000 1624 1624
Matched:Low 0.0632 0.0193 0.0011 951 951
Matched:Hi 0.0390 0.0183 0.0331 673 673

Note: The dependent variable is the log of daily water use. The columns designate the parameters and
the rows designate the matching sample. All refers to all respondents, Low/Hi refers to the sample of
respondents below/above the median average of pre-treatment water consumption. A different matched
sample is generated for each treated sample and they each use the same covariates for matching. The
standard errors are based on Abadie and Imbens (2006) which account for the (asymptotic) variance
induced by the matching procedure itself. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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List 1: Questions Eliciting Consumer Perceptions

1. What is your average historical water use in this quarter in kL (1 kL = 1000 litres)?

2. What is your total bill in this quarter based on current rates and your average historical
water use? (in dollars)
Your average historical water use in this quarter is: XXX kL (1 kL = 1000 litres)
Your total bill based on current rates and Water kL is: XXX

3. How much of your combined bill is determined by the the usage charge (water + sewage)?
(from 0 to 100%)

4. Water usage is charged per kL (1000 litres); how much do you think it costs your household
to increase water use by one additional kL (water usage charge)?

5. Sewage usage is charged per kL (1000 litres); how much do you think it costs your
household to dispose of one additional kL of sewage?

6. Because some water is used outside sewage usage is estimated as a percentage of the water
you use. What do you think the sewage use fraction is for this season? (from 0 to 100%)
For the rest of the questions consider your net bill impact of using an additional unit
of water. This includes both water and sewage usage charges and takes into account the
estimated sewage use fraction.

7. What is your best estimate of the net bill impact of irrigating an average garden for 20
minutes? Please provide your answer in standard currency format (dollars then decimal
point then cents).

8. What is your best estimate of the net bill impact of flushing a toilet?

9. What is your best estimate of the net bill impacts of doing a load of laundry?

10. What is your best estimate of the net bill impact of taking an average (7 minute) shower?
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Table A.2: Determinants of Overestimating Costs of Water

Bill Water Water Price Sewer Price Volumetric

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Water −0.212∗∗∗ −0.118∗∗∗ −0.055∗∗ −0.038 −0.170∗∗∗

(0.022) (0.025) (0.024) (0.027) (0.022)
Income 0.039 0.040 0.014 0.017 0.033

(0.038) (0.042) (0.039) (0.045) (0.037)
Degree −0.032 −0.028 −0.019 −0.038 −0.069∗∗

(0.031) (0.034) (0.032) (0.035) (0.030)
HH Size 0.057∗∗∗ 0.008 −0.006 −0.031∗∗ −0.008

(0.012) (0.014) (0.013) (0.014) (0.012)
65+ −0.026 0.065∗ −0.042 −0.094∗∗ −0.013

(0.033) (0.037) (0.034) (0.039) (0.033)
Respond to Prices 0.047 0.053 0.029 −0.012 −0.042

(0.042) (0.047) (0.044) (0.049) (0.041)
Motivated by Money 0.022 0.025 0.001 0.013 0.027

(0.031) (0.034) (0.032) (0.036) (0.030)
Investments 0.019 0.022 0.020 0.012 −0.005

(0.014) (0.016) (0.015) (0.016) (0.014)
Confidence 0.038 0.089∗∗ −0.263∗∗∗ −0.409∗∗∗ 0.072

(0.036) (0.043) (0.059) (0.080) (0.056)
Constant 0.488∗∗∗ 0.519∗∗∗ 0.750∗∗∗ 0.715∗∗∗ 0.618∗∗∗

(0.065) (0.071) (0.067) (0.076) (0.064)

Observations 1,226 1,052 1,048 960 1,230
Adjusted R2 0.076 0.022 0.019 0.032 0.054

Note: The is a dummy equal to one if a respondent overestimated the variable in question relative to
the true value and zero otherwise. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table A.3: Summary Statistics of Clusters

Cluster 1 Cluster 2
Observations Mean Std. Dev Observations Mean Std. Dev

Water 635 0.26 1.14 914 -0.18 0.84
Bill 635 0.14 1.36 914 -0.10 0.62
Volumetric 635 0.19 1.44 914 -0.13 0.47
Water Price 635 0.67 1.12 914 -0.47 0.54
Sewer Price 635 0.66 0.97 914 -0.46 0.73
STC 635 0.19 1.35 914 -0.13 0.63
Irrigation 635 0.74 0.66 914 -0.52 0.86
Flush 635 0.73 0.42 914 -0.51 0.98
Washer 635 0.88 0.94 914 -0.61 0.41
Shower 635 0.90 0.72 914 -0.63 0.61

Note: The summary statistics are based on the two clusters identified via k-means clustering with
Euclidean distance. Each of the variables is the percentage difference from the accurate answer for the
respective question.
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Table A.4: Principal Components

Eigenvalues Component 1 Component 2 Component 3
Component 1 3.643∗∗∗

(0.131)
Component 2 1.612∗∗∗

(0.0577)
Component 3 1.102∗∗∗

(0.0392)
Water 0.172∗∗∗ 0.354∗∗∗ 0.0200

(0.0179) (0.0351) (0.0923)
Bill 0.126∗∗∗ 0.521∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗

(0.0198) (0.0279) (0.0618)
Volumetric 0.192∗∗∗ 0.486∗∗∗ 0.203∗∗∗

(0.0187) (0.0275) (0.0586)
Water Price 0.366∗∗∗ 0.0641 -0.582∗∗∗

(0.0129) (0.0412) (0.0154)
Sewer Price 0.362∗∗∗ 0.0121 -0.596∗∗∗

(0.0130) (0.0421) (0.0147)
STC 0.185∗∗∗ 0.425∗∗∗ 0.0564

(0.0183) (0.0306) (0.0766)
Irrigation 0.367∗∗∗ -0.168∗∗∗ 0.0786∗∗

(0.0119) (0.0240) (0.0357)
Flush 0.370∗∗∗ -0.277∗∗∗ 0.201∗∗∗

(0.0128) (0.0237) (0.0316)
Washer 0.414∗∗∗ -0.170∗∗∗ 0.313∗∗∗

(0.0107) (0.0273) (0.0239)
Shower 0.419∗∗∗ -0.218∗∗∗ 0.285∗∗∗

(0.0109) (0.0255) (0.0237)
Observations 1549

Note: These are the estimates for the first three principal components assuming that the variables are
distributed multivariate normal. The first column presents the eigenvalues for the first three components,
and the next three columns contains the coefficient (weights) for each of the variables for the first three
components. The standard errors are presented under the coefficients in parentheses. The standard
errors and p-values are approximates. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure A.2: Principal Component Scree Plot
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Table A.5: Determinants of Price Information: Bill Structure

Bill Water Water Price Sewer Price Volumetric

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Bill 0.010∗∗ 0.008 0.032∗∗∗ 0.033∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.005)
Income −0.020 −0.001 0.020 0.015 0.004

(0.018) (0.040) (0.039) (0.039) (0.025)
Degree 0.010 0.007 −0.001 0.002 0.021

(0.015) (0.033) (0.031) (0.031) (0.020)
HH Size −0.012∗∗ 0.018 0.012 0.010 0.025∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.013) (0.012) (0.012) (0.008)
65+ 0.012 −0.006 0.108∗∗∗ 0.100∗∗∗ 0.001

(0.016) (0.035) (0.034) (0.034) (0.022)
Respond to Prices 0.008 −0.010 0.018 0.020 0.002

(0.020) (0.045) (0.043) (0.043) (0.027)
Motivated by Money −0.018 −0.036 0.015 0.015 −0.031

(0.015) (0.032) (0.031) (0.031) (0.020)
Investments 0.001 −0.014 0.003 0.002 −0.016∗

(0.007) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.009)
Confidence 0.013 0.106∗∗ 0.346∗∗∗ 0.446∗∗∗ −0.160∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.042) (0.061) (0.076) (0.038)
Constant 0.944∗∗∗ 0.493∗∗∗ 0.188∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗ 0.719∗∗∗

(0.032) (0.069) (0.067) (0.067) (0.043)

Observations 1,226 1,172 1,198 1,198 1,229
Adjusted R2 0.006 0.002 0.042 0.043 0.060

Note: The dependent variable is a dummy equal to one if a respondent was within 50% of the true
estimate and zero otherwise. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table A.6: Determinants of Price Information: Cost-per-Use

Irrigation Washing Machine Shower Toilet

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Bill −0.012∗ 0.002 0.006 0.0003
(0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.005)

Income 0.001 0.026 −0.005 0.020
(0.030) (0.037) (0.033) (0.025)

Degree 0.034 0.027 0.041 0.018
(0.025) (0.030) (0.027) (0.020)

HH Size 0.007 0.015 0.013 0.012
(0.010) (0.012) (0.011) (0.008)

65+ −0.020 −0.024 0.038 −0.008
(0.027) (0.033) (0.029) (0.022)

Respond to Prices 0.011 0.066 0.003 0.058∗∗

(0.034) (0.041) (0.037) (0.028)
Motivated by Money −0.034 −0.112∗∗∗ −0.045∗ −0.020

(0.025) (0.030) (0.027) (0.020)
Investments 0.013 −0.019 −0.011 0.011

(0.012) (0.014) (0.013) (0.009)
Confidence 0.021 0.065 0.589∗∗∗ 0.358∗∗∗

(0.047) (0.105) (0.109) (0.086)
Constant 0.172∗∗∗ 0.269∗∗∗ 0.149∗∗∗ 0.007

(0.053) (0.064) (0.057) (0.043)

Observations 1,192 1,199 1,202 1,187
Adjusted R2 0.002 0.028 0.025 0.018

Note: The dependent variable is a dummy equal to one if a respondent was within 50% of the true
estimate and zero otherwise. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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